Hi I’m Chad Morgan. I’d like to focus on working class Orange County where I have lived and worked for years. Those are the cities that line I-5 and Highway 3: La Habra, Buena Park, Stanton and Santa Ana as well as the portion of Anaheim outside of Anaheim Hills.

These communities have a lot in common and belong together.
- Fewer than 35% received their B.A. degrees.
- Less than 60% own their own homes – far below the national average.
- Median Family income is less than $80,000 in each city.
- And each city is less than 30% white.

They are working class communities and at least 30% of the residents of these cities were born in other countries.
In my business, I have worked closely with the Orange County immigrant community and I know working class immigrant communities require more government services like Medicaid and school meal programs.

Orange County Neighborhoods like this should be kept together, not split up and not linked with Los Angeles or any other counties. Communication about COVID and essential services is too important.

Thank you.
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